
Items in blue type are available in limited quantities.

Photo Latin Name Common Name Sun Water Text Description

Aeonium Full sun to part sun Low water
Prefers more mild climates, very hot afternoon sun is not 

beneficial.  

Agave sp Full sun Low water

Flowers only once by growing a tall center stem to produce 

flower (this can take 5 - 40 years).  Repot every 2 years.  

*Inner sap is an irritant.

Aloe sp Full to part sun  Low water
An easy to maintain house plant. Sunny conditions are 

needed for flowering, but aloe does fine with partial sun.
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Crassula ovata Jade Full sun to part sun Low water

An easy to maintain house plant for a sunny window but be 

careful to not overwater.  Allow the pot to dry out between 

waterings and lessen watering for the winter months. Its 

branches are brittle, take care when moving the plant.  

Flower is white or pink.

Echeveria sp Full sun Low water

Can get sun burned in direct summer afternoon sun. Do not 

allow soil to stay continually moist between waterings, but if 

the leaves are not firm to the touch, your plant needs more 

regular watering. 

Euphorbia  sp Full sun Low water

A plant that does well in sunny, dry conditions. It thrives in 

well drained soils.  It will grow up then sprawl with age. 

*Inner sap is an irritant.

Euphorbia 

pseudocactus
Full sun Low water

Small yellow flowers. Not to be confused with grandicornis. 

*Inner sap is an irritant.

Gasteria sp. Part sun Low water
White or yellow leaves can indicate too much sun. Does best 

with some light shade/ indirect sunlight. Slow growing. 
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Haworthia sp Haworthia Part sun Low water
White or yellow leaves can indicate too much sun. Does best 

with some light shade/ indirect sunlight. Slow growing. 

Kalanchoe 

beharensis

Velvet Elephant's 

Ear

Bright sun, south 

facing window

Low to mid water, 

less in Winter, 

every 14-20 days 

Spring-Fall

Allow to dry between waterings. Grows slowly.  When 

mature, produces greenish yellow flowers.  Warm 

temperature, no colder than 55 F.

Kalanchoe 

diagremontiana
Mexican Hat Full sun to part sun Low water

Produces 'thousands' of plantlets that are easily rooted into 

new plants.  Prefers warmth, no colder than 40 F.  Grayish 

lavender flowers but rarely flowers indoors.  *Toxic if 

ingested, caution with children and pets.

Kalanchoe 

millotti
Life Plant Full Sun to part sun Low water

Low and shrubby/spreading. Usually stays about 3-4 inches 

tall, but spreads wide and will need
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Kalanchoe 

synsepala

Walking or cup 

kalanchoe

Full to bright sun, 

south facing 

window

Medium water 

generall, low 

water in winter.

Blooms Sept. - Nov., small tubular flowers (pale pink to red).  

Prefers warmth, no colder than 55.

Kleinia fulgens
Orange Button 

Flower
Full Sun to part sun Low water

Produces spectacular neon orange flowers in the late 

fall/early winter. Leaves turn purplish in the sun. Prefers hot 

and dry growing conditions, is prone to pests when in a moist 

area. 

Monadenium sp. Bright light Low water
Allow to dry between waterings.  *Milky inner sap is an 

irritant.

Ornithagolum 

caudatum
Pregnant Onion Full sun to part sun Medium water

Not a true onion. White flowers. Larger bulbs become 

"pregnant" with pups which may be removed to grow a 

separate plant. Requires very good drainage between 

waterings. *Toxic if ingested.
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Pachyphytum sp. Full sun Medium water
Produces small, bell shaped flowers that can be greenish 

white or red. No colder than 45 F.

Pedilanthus Bright, indirect sun Medium water

Repot every 3 -5 years. Warm temperature, no drafts. Water 

when top few inches of soil feel dry.  Does not like drafts. 

Full, direct sun in winter/fall but bright, indirect sun in 

summer.

Portulacaria afra Elephant bush Bright, indirect sun

Low water in 

winter, medium 

Spring-Summer

Dormant in winter, will produce pink flowers during active 

growing season.

Sansevieria parva 

Kenya hyacinth
Snake Plant Full sun to part sun 

Low to medium 

water

Prefers sun but will tolerate partial shade.  Protect from 

afternoon hot sun. Water fairly often in the summer.  

Flower: branched usually greenish white, relatively long 

bloom. Preferred temp is 70 F, no lower than 40 F.
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Sedum sp. Full Sun Medium water Drought tolerant, not very demanding.

Sarcostemma 

insigne
Bright, indirect sun Low water

Good for hanging baskets.  Can flower in temperature range 

of 59 - 68 F.

Stapelia Light Shade Low water
No colder than 50 F. Can produce large, 5 lobed flowers. 

Water very sparingly in the winter.

Xerosicyos danguyi Silver dollar plant Full Sun Low water

Climbing vine.  Main stem will branch at about 7 inches. Can 

produce small yellowish-green flowers.  Keep at 41-48 F  in 

winter.  Very low water needs: deep soaking 1 X month in 

summer, water sparingly in winter.


